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Lavender fields in Provence. Photo by Robert Elkin

Collington Nursing Care Rates 5-Stars
We are proud to announce that nursing care at

physical and clinical needs.

Collington Life Care Community has earned a

More than 12 million

Five-Star Rating -- the highest -- by the Centers of

assessments of the

Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) of the

conditions of residents are

U. S. Department of Health and Human Services.

used in the Five-Star rating

Angie Layfield, Health Services Administrator,

system. (Collington: 5

deserves credit and praise. The story goes back

stars -- much above

to October of last year when the Office of Health

average)."

Care Quality visited Collington on an inspection

Angie adds that as more

Angie Layfield

trip and gave us high marks. But Angie was not

and more residents are

completely satisfied. She wanted us to be at the

opting to age in place --

top. "We set our goals to improve our services and

staying in their apartments and cottages rather

achieve this superior rating," she tells The

than availing themselves of the Health Center's

Collingtonian.

various levels of care. Our Clinic, which is

Contributing to the 5-star rating, Angie says, is
our staffing numbers, which are higher than most
in the State of Maryland, as well as the low
incidence of pressure sores and fractures.
Detailing its rating system, the CMS web site

responsible for the health needs of independent
residents, will carry an additional workload.
Felicia Sauls, RN, our new Director of Residential Health Services, is aware of the need for the
Clinic to provide services for an increasing number

reads: "The quality measure (QMs) rating has

of independent residents who are aging in place.

information on 10 different physical and clinical

The introduction of the organization Right at Home:

measures for nursing home residents." It rates

In Home Care & Assistance to Collington residents

"how nursing homes are caring for residents'

is symptomatic of this trend.

the market for continuing care communities, " the

The job of the Nominating Committee, Paradis

people who are moving into these communities

explained, is to offer a choice, not to decide

appear to be doing so more out of medical

whoare to bethe Association's officers. A

necessity than choice." Quoting Jean Anwyll, a

contested election provides residents with the

marketing consultant to CCRCs, "The people who

information they require to make an informed

are moving into independent living units may not

decision, and it reaffirms the unique character of

be any older than before, but they are relatively

the Collington community. "But that won't happen

more frail."

unless residents step up and take on the job," he

Anwyll continues: While moving into a CCRC
should be a "want" decision, "today those who are

adds.
In conclusion, Paradis says: "We are

making the decisions are skewed toward people

particularly pleased that our candidates see

who are needs-driven." Given this trend, our Clinic

themselves as a team; indeed, several agreed to

is gearing up to respond to heavier demands as

run only if they knew who the other candidates

time passes.

were, and were satisfied that they could function
effectively with them. We believe that this

RA Officers Nominated

endorses the ticket approach which we espoused.
We are happy with our slate, but thank goodness

Don Paradis, Chairman of the Nominating

our job is done. And now, on to the election."

Committee, has announced the slate of
candidates for office in the Residents Association
for the coming year.
Herb Stone, President.
Sheila Hollies, First Vice-President;
Maja Keech, Second Vice President;
Hannah MacMartin, Secretary and
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Louise Huddleston, Treasurer.

Financed by Residents
Written by Residents for Residents

Each has submitted a brief resume outlining

10450 Lottsford Road, Mitchellville, MD 20721

background and credentials. Looking back over

Phone: 301-925-9610

the past few months, Paradis commented: "Putting

Published monthly (except July and August)

together a slate of candidates was a long, difficult

by the Collington Residents Association, Inc.

and often frustrating task.

Editor: Robert Elkin

We had hoped to have at least two or, even

Staff:

Lynn Bernstein, Sally Bucklee, Gloria Ericson,

better, three tickets, believing that the best election

Jarvis Freymann, Jean Getlein, Sally Griffen, Robert

is a contested election, but had to settle for one."

Goldwin, Helen Gordon, Maggie Brown Gundlach,
Faith Jackson, Frances Kolarek.
Photographer: Elsie Seetoo
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Joan Hult, Athlete and Advocate

two books and later, was named professor emerita
by the University of Maryland.

By Sally Bucklee

But back in 1967, with her new Ph.D. in hand,
Collington's own Dr. Joan Hult (call her Jo-AN,

she recalls saying to herself, "I'm going to marry

please) was recently honored for her key role,

this guy Hult or not be married. And we were

37 years ago, in passing the federal Title Nine Act.

married and he became a Lutheran pastor."

Title Nine did not come easily and applied only to

Together they went "mountain climbing around

women's rights in federally financed institutions,

the world, helped raise lots of kids and enjoyed a

but over the years it has expanded -- well beyond

very aood life," she recalls with a smile.

anyone's expectations -- the

When the time came, Joan applied

opportunities and aspirations for

herself methodically to selecting a

American girls and women in

retirement community. "I researched

athletics, academics and beyond

and explored several facilities and

In her apartment with a stunning

resolved that Collington was

view of Collington Lake, Dr. Hult

absolutely unmatched by any

reminisced about how, as golf and

others." She is very pleased with

tennis evolved into sports of "the

her decision. And Collington is very

refined and the rich," they became

pleased to have her in its midst!

Dr. Joan Hult

acceptable for women to play
because there was no body contact. Nonetheless,

Does Collington Have Talent?

"nice girls did not play sports." Along came
President Hoover's wife, who had played
basketball in the 1890s at her alma mater,
Stanford. A strong supporter of the Girl Scouts,

Deborah McKnight made all the miniature sets
of china and other odd pieces of chinaware, as
well as the tiny glass objects on display in the

she pressed for girls and women to compete in
organized sports and gave considerable financial
backing to make it happen. "A sport for every girl
and a girl for every sport" became a popular motto.
Through the long, contentious battle for Title
Nine's passage by the U.S. Congress, many

Clock-tower lobby. Copied from chinaware
patterns that were popular in times past, the
designs on the miniature copies are true to the
originals.
Deborah tells us she took up this hobby

colleges supported it but some sought to defeat it.

when her children came home one day with a kiln

Joan Hult -- idealist, existentialist, realist, historian

they had found discarded. The hobby evolved

and coach -- entered the fray and stayed with it

into a skill and then a career.

until victory. She not only helped chart the course
of equality for women in sports, she also authored
Sept. 2009
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Making Friends with a Lotus

my "angels". My one regret was no one got a
picture.

By Pat French
This July I was excited to be going to
Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens with a small group of
friends from my Camera Club. I arrived at the
gardens about 8 AM, too late for the soft morning
light but I was determined to make the best of it.
As I set up to photograph my first image, I

Remembering Alex Dragnich
1912-2009
By Frances Kolarek
Russell Baker of New York Times fame once
wrote a column in which he suggested that the

think I inadvertently hit the joy stick of my wheel-

way to really read the newspaper was to paint

chair. The next thing I knew I found myself, my

something. You cover the floor with newspaper

wheelchair and all my camera equipment immer-

to protect it from spatters and as you paint, your

sed in a lotus pond. I called to a nearby friend to

eye is drawn to a missed headline and you

say I thought I needed the help of the National

pause to read the whole article. Painting is not an

Park Service Rangers. He disappeared to go

all-absorbing occupation.

for help and I am sure all the Rangers on duty in
the area that day responded.

I was painting a chair one day in the kitchen
where I lived B.C. and noticed a letter to the

They rescued me and my very heavy wheel-

editor signed "Alex Dragnich, Bowie, MD." The

chair out of the muck. A manual chair appeared

name was familiar since Alex had been a favorite

and Rangers deposited me in it and pushed and

colleague of my husband's in the State Depart-

pulled us back to the Visitor's Center.

ment. Information gave me his telephone

Unbelievably, my motorized chair still worked

number, I called and Alex instantly recognized

so the Rangers took it back to the Center and

my name. And yes, he had heard of my

literally hosed it down. Even after this added

husband's recent death.

abuse, the chair still worked. Meanwhile I cleaned

We exchanged comments on where we

myself up somewhat with the help of other

were living and how we fared. When I told Alex I

Rangers. They provided a much needed green

was living alone on an Island in the Chesapeake

tee shirt as by that time I was shivering. They

Bay he immediately said: "Frances, you should

covered my car seat with black plastic bags to

come to Collington! I'll send you the literature and

protect it from my soggy pants and soon I was on

you can visit." He did, I visited, and as soon as I

my way home to a wonderful shower.

sold my house, I moved into the cottage cluster

Fortunately, my insurance covered the
purchase of all of my ruined camera equipment.

where Alex and his late wife were living.
Over lunch shortly after I had arrived Alex was

I cannot thank the NPS Rangers enough for their

a little nervous. Suppose I didn't like it here?

prompt and wonderful service. They were truly

Would I blame him?
"Not like it?" I exclaimed. "I love it!"

I4
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gray sage and my beloved ground cover,
epimedium andtheliriopes; although the deer
eat the flowers, they bounce back. I can fill my
patio pots again with marigolds, zinnias, and the
famous shoo geraniums which are looking
Welcome home, all you vacationers. Here's
some of what you missed.

splendid but I take the fifth as to their anti mosquito effectiveness.

Green basil bought small from David Good-

I will let the lilies of the valley and spurge and

kind in May, and cuttings from the Colbert and

the purple what-is-it that spreads like fire fill in

Jackson coleus pots were the strongest survivors

and the only clearing I will do is to make sure the

outdoors this summer. The deer, in increasing

big older mum plants have breathing space. I am

numbers, ate their way through everyone's hostas,

waiting for Pat King's anemones, which are

pansies, begonias, caladiums, tomatoes, day lilies,

excellent spreaders, and if nobody restrains me I

chard. They left the zinnias, marigolds and black

will invest this fall in more of my favorite of all, the

eye Susan's.

hellebores.

They were not shy. They came right on to the

Finally, I wish to thank two splendid

patios facing the Clocktower, along the road, right

gentlemen, Bill Preston and Floyd Thiel, who

up to my door, into all the clusters and gardens in

read my plea for Joe Pye weed and Queen

front and back of cottages. The most brazen scene

Anne's lace and brought me some! Great, great

is hard to picture: deer got up into the garden bins

day.

on either side of the green house and ate their

Now, I have to tell you of a splendid discovery

way back and forth! Unbelievers were convinced

discovery. I read Ian Frazier in the August 3 New

by the deer tracks in the bins.

Yorker, reporting on his Travels In Siberia . ..all

We have our share of fauna; my favorite

along the road, from one end of Russia to the

remains the Great Blue Heron and my friend the

other. . . grew the morkovnik, related to our

crow, with whom I am engaged in conversation.

Queen Anne's lace, although often attaining

They speak, you know. I am trying to teach him to

more than ten feet! Both are from the carrot family

talk like my long ago mynah bird. So far we only

(morkov means carrot). Could the small, but

manage some harsh syllables, but if I quit trying to

important, Russian part of me be the reason I

instruct him before he's ready he hops around the

love this plant so much?

treetop from where he looks down on me and
shrieks.
In summing up my other summer activities I

Having made these firm decisions, pondered
the coincidence and worked with young Crow, I
felt free to lie back and spend the rest of August

recognize that I have come to the place where I

reading a bunch of great garden books. The

must rely on the strongest plants in my garden and

perfect solution. More of these later.

let them take over. I refer to the knee-high blue

Goodbye summer. Hello fall.

ageratum, originally from Hilda Jay, the red and
pink bee balm, golden rod, grasses, masses of
5
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Summer: At Home...

A couple of friendly and
inquisitive moose appeared in
the backyard of Janice and
Murray Newman's summer
home in Heath, MA.
(Right) Pat King and Lucy
canoeing in New Hampshire.

With daughter Barbara Wassell, Mary Ellen
Hines helps clean 2,000 ears of corn for the
89th annual Picnic at Montgomery General
Hospital where Mary Ellen has been on the
Women's Board for over 60 years.

Olivia Miller at St. Mary's University, Emmitsburg,
MD., where grandson Michael (right) graduated.
Grandson Matthew looks on.

On a staycation, Jane Engle and Ken Burton
visit Jim Dine's sculpture "The Gate Goodbye, Vermont -1985" at the National
Gallery of Art.
Faith Jackson celebrates her 90th birthday
with Sons Thomas and Jeremy.
p
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And Abroad

Jean Getlein captured a memory of the Sahara at
Morocco in this photograph of her camel.

Ardyce Asire relaxes at the Taj Mahal.

Noel and Ron McPherson at Toledo, Spain, with
granddaughter Kate McPherson, 16.

In Provence, France, Bob Elkin
attended a bull-baiting contest -- NOT
a bull fight. Nobody gets hurt.

Stephanie Dalton and husband Ricki in San Pedro,
Belize where they served in the Peace Corps for
three years, with Costa Maya Festival committee
members

Sept. 2009
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The Game with Buzz
By Lynn Bernstein
called the "pallino" (Italian for

Bocce! It's not a Johnnycome-lately game. History

little ball) are all the equipment

reports that bocce was first

required.
Two teams, each having two

played between battles
during Rome's Punic Wars.

players compete against each

We are told that Galileo and

other by tossing four balls at the

DaVinci played bocce, along

pallino, placed midway on the

with Francis Drake and our

course. The object of the game

own George Washington.

is to score points by throwing the
ball closest to the pallino.

It is a simple but elegant

Twelve points win a game.

game. It can be played by

Players waiting for their turn

men and women of all ages.

Ronald Blackman tosses one have been enjoying breezes, a

It's easy to learn.

Played at Collington on Saturday mornings
on the grassy area behind the Ivy Room, it has

lake view and the opportunity to kibitz.
Guests and visitors are always welcome.

proven to be a gentle pastime suited to all.

Remember: Saturday mornings at 11 a.m.

Eight balls the size of a grapefruit, plus one

We are thinking about cold beer and music,
too. Come on down.

Government Awareness Group
Andrea Harrison, Prince
George's District 5
Councilwoman, (center) met with
members of the Government
Awareness Group to brief them
on upcoming events at the
County level.
Ms. Harrison is flanked by Caryl
Marsh (left) and Kay Cave. Also

The Government Awareness box in the

present at the meeting were Curt Bury and

Library contains full information about the

Chuck Dell.

meeting and interested residents are urged to
consult it.
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Stealth Food

cabinets. There I find two flat round cans that look

by Gloria Ericson

like tuna cans, but they don't say Tuna -- they say
TONGAL in big letters. What is Tongal? A little

Recently my daughter flew in for a visit. She

scrutinizing of the side panels -- again the small

lives in California -- land of State bankruptcy, sun

print -- and I learn that: "Tongal is a species of

screen and New Age food. It was the latter that

tuna. In Europe it can be labeled white meat tuna

caused her to take one look at my larder and rush

because it passes spectrographic tests for

out to buy groceries to sustain her until she

lightness." So Europeans are let in on the secret

returned to her home planet.
This has left me with cans, tubs and boxes of
food I'm not sure I want but can't throw away: I
was brought up to believe that wasting food is a

immediately -- we Americans have to dig for it.
But I'm mollified by the next item I find:
Blueberry Granola. It has real blueberries in it.
(Yes, folks, sad to say, most cereals claiming to

sin, my mother frequently reminding me of the

contain blueberries actually contain chunks of

"Starving Armenians." (Remember them?)

apple -- dyed purple.) This cereal is so delicious I

I'm sure my daughter thinks of these foods as
"health food," but I think of them as "stealth food,"
since their labels seem to consist of disclaimers.
As a matter of fact, the actual name is often a disclaimer, e.g. "Creamier than Cream Cheese."
Next to that little tub in my refrigerator is a large
one which must contain ersatz butter since its
side panel -- in small print -- waxes venomous
on the evils of real butter. I think a lot of ink and
squinting could have been saved by simply

find it brings out the Inner Two-Year-Old in me. I
want to clutch the box to my chest and shriek Mine!
Mine! any time someone comes near me.
Further foraging does not disclose any other
contraband so I shut the cabinet door. I hope I
don't leave you with the impression that I exist
solely on junk food. Not so. But I also don't exist
solely on food that promises you the life span of a
Galapagos tortoise -- one of the senior ones -- one
that knew Darwin personally.

saying: "Butter? Fahgeddaboutit."

A Gift of Photographs

Next to those are other tubs of spreads. I am
familiar with hummus and guacamole, but baba

From the geometry of triangular roof lines to

ganoush has me stumped. With a name like that I

the poetry of grasses bending to a breeze, a

figure sheep must be involved somehow. But no,

dozen views of Collington photographed by

it seems eggplant is the defining ingredient. I

Robert Elkin are hanging in the Auditorium Gallery

take a tentative taste and dirty socks stewed in

and are a gift from Elkin to Collington. The

swamp water comes to mind. I think I won't have

Interiors Group had them framed and will hang

trouble throwing that one out.
Actually, I'll probably be able to throw the other

them permanently in the First Floor Meeting
Room.

items out too - when they become green and furry
enough.
Leaving my refrigerator I go to my kitchen

Sept. 2009
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Present at Paul McCartney's FedEx Field
concert last month was our own David Walbright.
As a member of the Rotary Club, David helped
serve refreshments at the Club's fund-raising
booth on the night of the concert. Asked about the
event, David gave us a wide, happy smile. Three
hours of Paul McCartney, and you ask?
'Th
The sunny new decor in our Clocktower Lobby
is the work of Joan A. Pease, a decorator with a
long history at Collington. She created our
original interior design, replaced during
Collington's expansion and renovation of some
seven years ago.
Interiors Group co-chairs
Anne Stone and Jeanne

professional life as a cartoonist for a newspaper
syndicate.
A group of teenagers from the Cornerstone
Baptist Church of Upper Marlboro, Md., came
every Wednesday during the summer to escort
residents of the Creighton Center to our Courtyard
for lunch. They pushed wheel chairs, brought
hamburgers from the barbecue buffet and chatted
with their companions over lunch. "Really nice,
courteous young people," Liii Krider said of Jerrold
Pollard and Chandra Carter, who shared a table
with her and Fannie Johnson.

Call 7519 and tel I the new editor.

the final touches are in place, with pictures hung
and the organ ready for playing. From winter's
bursting pipes to this summer's total redo seemed
a long wait. But it was well worth it.

Jerrold explained that they
were all members of a group
called the Cornerstone

Leadership Impact Club, the name embroidered
on their maroon polo shirts. Chandra added that
they were working on their community service
credit, necessary to graduate from high school in
Maryland. (Maryland, so far, is the only state that

Forty-five of Diana Kalmus' whimsical
paintings of animals doing human things hung in
the Auditorium Gallery in the early summer.
Diana works in quick-drying acrylics and strives,
with her pictures, to entertain. We asked her how
many she had sold. "That's really not the point,"
she replied. "If I could give people a laugh or a
The Collingtonian

smile, that's enough." Diana spent her

Contribute YOUR ne ws to this column.

Gail worked with Ms. Pease. As we go to press,
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requires credit-hours of community service of its
graduates.)
The group of some 15 or 16 arrived by
school bus under the guidance of their
Counselor, Cecilia Graham.

Few would dispute that neighborliness
pervades Collington. Here are some examples of
the Collington spirit.
Lee McKnight reads newspapers, Diocesan

The deer munched on our hostas and fawns
grazed on our lawns, a handsome, but hardly
welcome, sight.
'LW

news and word from his alma mater, Central High

Friends of Louis Dolbeare are wining and

School, to Earl Eisenhart, whom he describes as

dining him as he prepares to move to Seattle to

"on top of everything." Earl recently asked Lee to

live with his daughter Mary. Louis came to

switch to a book by a fellow alumna of Central who

Collington seven years ago with his wife, Cushing,

is also a Collington resident.

who died a few years later. His sister, Mary also

Sheila Hollies reads regularly to Daphne

lived here until her death.

Carter, and a firm friendship has arisen between

'LW

the two women,

From yachtsman and son of the late Pat and

influenced, perhaps, by
the fact that Daphne is
British and Sheila's father

Send the Collingtonian
to Friends and Family
We'd be glad to forward copies of The

was born in Britain and
emigrated to Canada.

Collingtonian to family members and

And Corinne Vince-

friends.

lette reads regularly to
addition to her weekly
sessions in the Creighton

the following:
"Dear Mr. Elkin,
"This is just a short note
to say that I have never seen
such good quality in a

Please give Marie in Marketing the

Helen Geiger -- in

Charles Trammell, we have

publication like yours. The text

names and addresses IN WRITING. She'll

is well-sized and clear, it is

add them to the mailing list.

well-written, and the graphics
are absolutely outstanding. I

Center where she reads short stories to a group on

am sure that Frances Kolarek is a valuable contri-

Wednesday afternoons.
Tom Connelly, Plant Director, has been doing

butor. Congratulations on producing a great publication.
"Charles M. Trammel III"

Elvis Presley imitations for a long time at social

'LW

clubs and other venues. Stephanie Dalton, the
hardworking director of Resident Services, is

Pat King gave the handsome engravings of

arranging for a trip so that residents can catch

Audubon prints that now hang above the two sofas

Tom's act. More later.

in the Security lobby. More and more, we see
'LW

Our campus, now entering it's 23rd year, has

evidence of the work of the Interiors Group,
headed by Anne Stone and Jeanne Gart. They

never looked lusher, greener -- more verdant --

recently brightened the corridors of the Health

than it did this summer. The hydrangeas in

Center with colorful museum posters.

residents' gardens bloomed huge and colorful and
found their way into numerous floral arrangements.
Sept. 2009
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Save the Date
October 2 -For the annual
Foundation Banquet.
There will be entertainment and dancing.
Details and invitations are upcoming.
Barbara and Bo
Heald celebrating
their 60th wedding
anniversary. The
gardenia bush behind
When Carol Kempske drove Catherine
Hudson to Lancaster, Ohio, to visit her childlong as their marriage
hood home, Catherine exclaimed: "You
and was cultivated
CAN go home again!" The present tenant
from a flower floating
warmly welcomed the two women and her
in a pool at their
next door neighbor remembered Catherine
fondly.
wedding. This bush
Carol commented, "Lancaster is straight
has traveled and seen
out of a Norman Rockwell painting"
many adventures during it's unusually long life span.
them has survived as

Knitting and Crocheting
Evelyn Westebbe, Ria Hawkins,
Lois Jackson, Dora Halton and
Katherine Kendall, along with
Norma Molter, a longtime friend of
Katherine's, examine the first
Afghan completed by the Knitting
and Crocheting Group. It will be
given to the Prince George's
County Crisis Center for a needy
person.
Members of this group meet every Wednes-

says the members enjoy this "old-fashioned"

day morning to knit or crochet squares, using

activity. Anyone who knits or crochets is welcome

wool donated by Collington residents. Ria

to join at 10 'clock Wednesday mornings in the
Creative Arts Room.

Hawkins, a member of the Outreach Committee

